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Here too are recollections of Hollywood's effects on local culture, the precedent-setting merger
of the black and white musicians' unions, and the repercussions from the racism in the Los
Angeles Police Department in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
This novel is about two protagonists who were born and raised during the Great Depression in
a working class neighborhood in a large metropolitan city inhabited by Italian immigrants and
their first-generation American children. At an early age, these Americans recognized and
understood they were bounded and yet isolated from the Anglo-middle class neighbors; they
were considered different and not permitted to enroll in certain grade and high schools in their
areas. As they matured into their teens, they wondered if they could eventually compete
outside of the environment they were born into. One of the protagonists insisted that only on
the Avenue could they exist and survive, be safe and be happy and be respected. And there
he lived and died. The other protagonist risked moving out of the Avenue. He was willing to
see if he could compete with those outside the Avenue and perhaps be assimilated in their
environment, but vowing that if his venture was not successful, he could always return to the
Avenue again. And so they lived their respective lives, one in the area of the Avenue, the other
never to live on the Avenue again.
NASCAR Winston Cup stock car racing is America's fastest growing and most popular
spectator sport. This book is a cultural and social reading of Winston Cup racing, the people
who made the sport what it is today, and the corporations who sponsor the participants during
their thirty-two race, ten-month quest for the national championship.
Throughout America’s political history, elected leadership has worked diligently to build a
nation “of the people, by the people, and for the people.” Yet, even as American society was
being formed, the founding fathers warned future generations of the possibility that the
Republic could take a wrong turn from the path of the Constitution, and destroy the original
intent of the founders. Today we may be experiencing a government that our founding fathers
warned about. What’s more, this frightening trend can be tied directly to Bible prophecy.
America is the end time gentile nation raised up to be a “spiritual Israel,” until the days when
God would once again restore His chosen people, Israel. America is experiencing change and
transition as we enter the time of the end. From the founding of the nation, to the American
Revolution and the Civil War, you will discover America’s prophetic destiny is found in parallel
stories, Hebrew patterns and prophetic dates. From the prophecies concerning the presidents
to the astonishing patterns of the tabernacle and emblems of the tribes found in America and in
Washington, D.C., this book will reveal America’s prophetic past, present and future.
1978. On vacation from England, eight-year-old John Frears is befriended by a stranger in the
Oregon wilderness and stolen away from his parents. After a bizarre hour spent in a log cabin,
he is sent back with a picture of a young girl. 2013. Since leaving the military, John Frears has
been drifting, unable to settle. Then he gets word that a funeral is taking place in LA. Donnie
Chester, fellow veteran of the first Gulf War, has been shot dead. He decides to head to the
States to pay his respects then go sightseeing. It is a simple plan, in keeping with his life to
date. But his life is about to become more complicated than he could ever imagine. The
mysterious event from his past crashes into the present, and could mean the difference
between life and death.
"The Master of Seventh Avenue is the definitive biography of David Dubinsky (1892-1982), one
of the most controversial and influential labor leaders in 20th-century America. A 'character' in
the truest sense of the word, Dubinsky was both revered and reviled, but never dull,
conformist, or bound by convention. A Jewish labor radical, Dubinsky fled czarist Poland in
1910 and began his career as a garment worker and union agitator in New York City. He
quickly rose through the ranks of the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union (ILGWU)
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and became its president in 1932. Dubinsky led the ILGWU for thirty-four years, where he
championed 'social unionism, ' which offered workers benefits ranging from health care to
housing. Moving beyond the realm of the ILGWU, Dubinsky also played a leading role in the
American Federation of Labor (AFL), particularly during World War II. A staunch anticommunist, Dubinsky worked tirelessly to rid the American labor movement of communists and
fellow-travelers. Robert D. Parmet also chronicles Dubinsky's influential role in local, national,
and international politics. An extraordinary personality whose life and times present a
fascinating lens into the American labor movement, Dubinsky leaps off the pages of this
meticulously researched and vividly detailed biography"--Publisher description.
Paul Auster and J. M. Coetzee are respectively responsible for some of the great
contemporary works of fiction: Auster's The New York Trilogy or Coetzee's Disgrace are only
two of these authors' legendary works. In Here and Now, these remarkable thinkers are
brought together in print for the first time. Although Auster and Coetzee had been reading each
other's books for years, the two writers did not meet until February 2008. Not long after, Auster
received a letter from Coetzee, suggesting they begin exchanging letters on a regular basis
and, 'God willing, strike sparks off each other.' Here and Now is the result of that proposal: an
epistolary dialogue between two great writers who became great friends. Over three years their
letters touched on nearly every subject, from sports to fatherhood, film festivals to Israel and
Palestine, philosophy to politics, from the financial crisis to art, family, marriage, friendship, and
love. Their correspondence offers an intimate and often amusing portrait of these two men as
they explore the complexities of the here and now, and reflects two sharp intellects whose
pleasure in each other's friendship is apparent on every page.
In a revelatory study of Philadelphia's Germantown Avenue, home to a diverse array of more
than 90 congregations, Katie Day explores the formative and multifaceted role of religious
congregations within an urban environment.
In 1969 during her seventeenth summer, Alex discovered the exciting world of artists,
musicians, drugs and hippies on Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley. It was there she met Michael,
an artist, musician and draft dodger, who like herself came from a dysfunctional home. Alex
desperately escapes the grim home of her alcoholic parents and goes to Telegraph Avenue
and to Michael, the only one whom she feels understands her. In the house he shares with his
roommate and fellow musician Jonathan, the three of them form a close friendship. Alex and
Michael help to heal each other’s painful pasts, but their relationship becomes a perilous
journey through love and danger amid the tumultuous backdrop of social protests and the
Vietnam war. When Michael agrees to hold a stolen package for his childhood friend Tom, a
Hells Angel, the three of them are watched by the Secret Service, Tom's brother and a wealthy
couple in the printing business, who are all in search of the stolen article. In a daring act to rid
themselves of the package, they set off a chain of events that ends the life of one and changes
that of the others forever.
On March 3, 1871, Congress established the United States Centennial Commission, charged
with “an International Exhibition of Arts, Manufactures, and Products of the Soil and Mine.”
Philadelphia was chosen as the site of the Centennial Exhibition. On June 5, 1874, President
Grant extended invitations to the governments of the world to participate in the Exhibition. All
thirty-nine nations accepted. This was a six-month international event, running from May 1876
to November 1876. The Centennial Exhibition attracted over ten million visitors. It was a
showcase of American ingenuity and inventions. Typewriters, telephones, and steam pistons
as well as art were displayed. The invited countries displayed their own national products and
art. The Turkey delegation brought its crown jewels. While City Council argued about final
funding for City Hall, the population and visitors celebrated. American women could not vote.
Discrimination and persecution against African Americans was prevalent. Regardless, people
met, fell in love, and committed crimes.
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Thisvolumecontainspapersselectedforpresentationatthe6thIAPRWorkshop on Document
Analysis Systems (DAS 2004) held during September 8–10, 2004 at the University of Florence,
Italy. Several papers represent the state of the art in a broad range of “traditional” topics such
as layout analysis, applications to graphics recognition, and handwritten documents. Other
contributions address the description of complete working systems, which is one of the
strengths of this workshop. Some papers extend the application domains to other media, like
the processing of Internet documents. The peculiarity of this 6th workshop was the large
number of papers related to digital libraries and to the processing of historical documents, a
taste which frequently requires the analysis of color documents. A total of 17 papers are
associated with these topics, whereas two yearsago (in DAS 2002) only a couple of papers
dealt with these problems. In our view there are three main reasons for this new wave in the
DAS community. From the scienti?c point of view, several research ?elds reached a thorough
knowledge of techniques and problems that can be e?ectively solved, and this expertise can
now be applied to new domains. Another incentive has been provided by several research
projects funded by the EC and the NSF on topics related to digital libraries.
Providing practical guidance and resources, this book helps teachers harness the power of
children's literature for developing ELLs' literacy skills and language proficiency. The authors
show how carefully selected fiction, nonfiction, and poetry can support students' learning
across the curriculum. Criteria and guiding questions are presented for matching books and
readers based on text features, literacy and language proficiency, and student background
knowledge and interests. Interspersed throughout are essays and poems by well-known
children's authors that connect in a personal way with the themes explored in the chapters.
The annotated bibliography features over 600 engaging, culturally relevant trade titles.
In the summer of 1957, two rival gangs fight for control of the Avenue, a neighborhood in the
north Bronx. The mafi a, led by Albert Anastasia-a man known as the lord high executioner-is
the only force holding the gangs back from all-out war. Since such a conflict would cripple the
mafia's drug and gambling empire, a warning is delivered to the gangs: make a move, and
you'll pay for it. Johnny Piscalli, leader of the Italian Berett as, and Louis Washington, leader of
the Egyptian Kings, try to contain their respective gang members, knowing it would take very
little to light the fuse. The situation ignites when the sister of an Egypti an King is abducted,
beaten, raped, and left for dead. If the girl identifies her attacker, a race war is certain- so the
mafi a plans to eliminate her. Twenty years later, a priest is murdered while taking confession
in a north Bronx church. More bodies turn up around the country, too, with one common
denominator: the Avenue. Local cop Lieutenant Billy Mongelli teams up with FBI Agent Lou
Iozzino to find the answers to these killings-but in order to do so, they must return to 1957 and
stop a conflict decades in the making.
"In the summer of 1939, Munich, 'The Home of the Monks', was a lovely city." Feared SS
General Sepp Dietrich drives through the almost bucolic tree lined streets. His SS driver stops
the black Mercedes at the door of noted banker and art collector, Solomon Roth, who has
traded his superb collection of Impressionist paintings to Reichsmarshall Herman Goering in
exchange for the safe passage of his wife and children out of Nazi Germany. One painting
remains, a magnificent self-portrait by Vincent Van Gogh. In the spring of 1945 Munich is a
very different city, much of it transformed into a wasteland by Allied bombing. American army
sergeant Henry, 'Hank', Dryden enters the former Roth home searching for weapons and takes
the portrait. For half a century, the painting lies undiscovered in Dryden's closet in Del Mar,
California until feeling his mortality, Hank, enlists the help of his grandson John, a public
interest lawyer in Southgate, to determine if it is genuine and if so to sell it. John unwittingly
enters the fascinating world of fine art auctions where the richest and most powerful men and
women on earth play for stakes that dwarf any in Monte Carlo, Macao, or Las Vegas and
millions depend on the wave of a hand or a finger to the nose. Based on true accounts and
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experiences accumulated during more than 40 years attending, bidding, and selling at auctions
in the United States and Europe, Park Avenue is enriched by speci?c factual detail as well as a
classic examination of the workings of the human heart as the Drydens are affected by the
ageless lure of undreamt of wealth. Michael R. Zomber was born in Washington D.C. and
educated at Oberlin College, Villanova University, the University of Illinois, and UCLA. He
received his M.A. in English Literature from UCLA. The son of two Holocaust survivors who
escaped Nazi Germany in 1939, he knew nothing of his Jewish heritage until the age of ten.
Following this revelation he became aware of world history and developed a keen interest in
the arms and armor of Europe, the Middle East, and Japan. His grandfather, Robert Eisner,
collected paintings by the Impressionist masters and these images by Renoir, Degas, and
Gaugain ?red his youthful artistic sensibility. In 1961 Parke Bernet Galleries sold Rembrandt's
Aristotle Contemplating the Bust of Homer to the Metropolitan Museum for a world record price
and from then on Michael Zomber followed the sale results of works of art at auction as closely
as he followed major league baseball statistics.
Welcome to 721 Park Avenue...the ultimate address for high-price secrets! This luxurious
building on Manhattan's tony upper east side is up for historical landmark status, and its
tenants include the movers and shakers of New York City and the cr?me de la cr?me of
society. But it's the secrets hidden behind its closed doors that fill this fascinating residence
with mystery, drama and romance. And it all begins with the suspicious death of a young
female tenant that immerses the building in a media feeding frenzy. As the wealthy and
privileged residents contend with misunderstandings, betrayal, blackmail and scandal, they
also discover the thrill of undeniable passion and the fulfillment of unwavering love. Visit 721
Park and prepare to be delighted, excited and moved by these six sensational stories by some
of Silhouette Desire's bestselling authors. Bundle includes: High-Society Secret Pregnancy by
Maureen Child, Front Page Engagement b...
Madison Avenue and the Color LineAfrican Americans in the Advertising IndustryUniversity of
Pennsylvania Press
This collection of ten critical essays is the first scholarly criticism of haiku by Sonia Sanchez.
Her haiku, full of power and emotional voice for people, love, human nature, and African
American experience, redefine haiku in English and African American poetic expression with
her unique individuality.
Cait Kingsley's wedding day is shattered when she learns two people she loves have betrayed
her in the worst possible way. Only her beloved grandfather understands why she must leave
Pueblo,Colorado and settle in New York. Cait finds employment at Vizar Investments, working
for the owner's nephew, Daniel Michaux, a notorious womanizer. When Daniel is unsuccessful
at seducing Cait, he savagely beats and rapes her while in a drunken rage. Lee Zachar is
outraged by his nephew's brutality and insists Cait recuperate at his summer home in Maine.
There, he awkwardly proposes marriage to the much younger woman he has come to love.
Although Cait is decades Lee's junior, she accepts Lee's proposal, half loving him and wholly
fascinated by his business acumen and old-world charm. Lee and Cait are married for five
years when Lee dies. Although Cait insisted she not be mentioned in Lee's will, he provides for
her in other ways. Cait now has enough money to return to Colorado in style to seek revenge
but she must choose between getting even or marrying Paul, Lee's other nephew, a man she
has been attracted to since the day they met.
The scholarship on Martin Luther King Jr. has too often cast him in the image of the Southern
black preacher and the American Gandhi, while ignoring or trivializing his global connections
and significance. This groundbreaking work, written by scholars, religious leaders, and activists
of different backgrounds, addresses this glaring pattern of neglect in King studies. King is
treated here as both a global figure and a forerunner of much of what is currently associated
with contemporary globalization theory and praxis. The contributors to this volume agree that
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King must be understood not only as a thinker, visionary, and social change agent in his own
historical context, but also in terms of his meaning for the different generations who still appeal
to him as an authority, inspiration, and model of exemplary service to humanity. The task of
engaging King both in context and beyond context is fulfilled in remarkable ways in this
volume, without doing essential violence to this phenomenal figure.
Until now, most works on the history of African Americans in advertising have focused on the
depiction of blacks in advertisements. As the first comprehensive examination of African
American participation in the industry, Madison Avenue and the Color Line breaks new ground
by examining the history of black advertising employees and agency owners. For much of the
twentieth century, even as advertisers chased African American consumer dollars, the doors to
most advertising agencies were firmly closed to African American professionals. Over time,
black participation in the industry resulted from the combined efforts of black media, civil rights
groups, black consumers, government organizations, and black advertising and marketing
professionals working outside white agencies. Blacks positioned themselves for jobs within the
advertising industry, especially as experts on the black consumer market, and then used their
status to alter stereotypical perceptions of black consumers. By doing so, they became part of
the broader effort to build an African American professional and entrepreneurial class and to
challenge the negative portrayals of blacks in American culture. Using an extensive review of
advertising trade journals, government documents, and organizational papers, as well as
personal interviews and the advertisements themselves, Jason Chambers weaves individual
biographies together with broader events in U.S. history to tell how blacks struggled to bring
equality to the advertising industry.
This is a book of poetry. It expresses the impact personal childhood memories have had on the
author's adult life. The author shares personal narratives to demonstrate how she has been
shaped by her family, the African American culture, and most importantly, by her Christian
belief. Her stories emphasize the vital role a child's home environment can play in all aspects
of the child's adult life, both positively and negatively. Her poetry has been inspired by her thirtythree years' experience as an educator. The reader will gain an enlightened perspective about
the challenges being managed in today's public schools. A few poems even inspire solutions.
She is convinced that her Christian belief system has the power to transform lives. Her desire
is for her poetry to inform churches of the social ills threatening our children's future, in hope
that the Church will be moved to action, spreading the good news. She knows from personal
experience that living according to a godly belief system can improve anybody's quality of life.
The poems are simple to understand but are able to engage the reader in meaningful thoughts.
Discover the experience for yourself, and then share it with others.
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